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Big, bad b e d b u g battle straight ballin’

Nuisance bugs appear in s o m e Hope College residence halls
Vivian Liu
Campus Co-Editor

When students first leave
home for college, many do not
foresee that bedbugs could be
a potential problem. However,
recently at Hope College, these
pests have proven to be a serious
nuisance for some students.
Rudy Metellus (’16) a resident
of Scott Hall who discovered
bedbugs in her bed last semester
said, “I first discovered I had
bedbugs when I noticed these
dime-sized red bumps that
were extremely itchy on my
arm. The bites were really itchy,
uncomfortable, all over, and
random.”
John E. Jobson, the Associate
Dean of Students and Director
of Residential Life and Housing,
said, “In terms of number of
rooms that have had confirmed
cases of bedbugs, it is less than
1 percent of our 2,500 beds oncampus.”
To confirm the presence of
bedbugs, rooms are usually

examined by visual and/or dog
detection. However, in response
to concern raised by residents,
some rooms have not been
examined with either method.

66
I feel tired, ffus- *
trated, but m o s t of
all angry that I got
bedbugs in the first
place. I just a m
don e with the w h o l e
process.
— R udy M etellus
Ci6)___________ 9 3
The process for eliminating
bedbugs has been a complicated
one for Metellus.
“The college brought in a
professional dog that could
sniff out bedbugs, they sprayed
pesticides in case my bites were
not from bedbugs, and they
have heat treated my room to
140 degrees to killthe bugs," she

said.
As a result, Metellus had to
stay in Kollen Hall for two days
and later moved to a friend’s
room.
Bedbugs
are
extremely
difficult to eliminate, and the
pest control company hired
by the college found that the
most effective way to eliminate
bed bugs is heat treatment.
Pesticides, on the other hand,
merely drive the bedbugs from a
particular location.
“In an environment like a
residence hall,there isa desire to.
keep them contained and both
eliminate the live insects and
sterilize the eggs,” said Jobson.
As a part of the heat
treatment, the pest control
company brings in portable
heaters to heat the room to
around 140 degrees. The pest
control technician carefully
moniters the temperature with
a computer outside of the room
receiving information from
see
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SHE SHOOTS, SHE SCORES —

Meredith Kussmaul
(’13) had six rebounds and two assists in H o p e ’s 63-48 win
against Ohio Northern. The t e a m ’s victory clinched the Fly
ing Dutch a spot in the N C A A Dill Sweet 16.
See full story on page 11.
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N e w security c a m e r a s to prevent theft
After a rising n u m b e r of backpacks being stolen from C o ok and Phelps halls, H o pe increases security
Hannah Gingrich
Staff W

riter

This
year’s
unfortunate
increase in the amount of stolen
items at Phelps and Cook Dining
halls resulted in several changes
to Dining Service policy.
The thefts, resulting in a total
of 16 lost backpacks, began at
the end ofthe Fall2012 semester
and continued to run strong
until mid-February. As a result.
Dining Services and Campus
Safety have collaborated to
ensure the safety of students’
belongings by setting up an
interim “bag check,” followed
by the installation of security
cameras no later than March 8
at all Phelps and Cook Dining
Hall entrances.
Chad Wolters, director of
Hope College Campus Safety,
said, “Backpacks being stolen
from the dining halls is not
a common occurrence. Over
the past several years there
have been a few that have been
taken, but usually on accident,

Photo by Liz M artin

MASKED MAR A U D E R — C a m p u s Safety Is hopeful that the implementation of the n e w se
curity camera system will stop people from stealing backpacks - with or without a mask.
mistaken as their own and
later returned." According to
Campus Safety incident reports
backpacks have been stolen

and Alex Swain (’16) were
victims of theft. Swain lost his
during fall semester finals after
only being in Phelps about 30

see
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Photography exhibit

Disney princess analysis

Dutch advance to Sweet Sixteen

H o p e professor Steve Nelson
displays his work in Depree.

Celebrate W o m e n ' s History m o n t h with the evolution of increasingly e m p o w e r e d princesses.

W o m e n ' s basketball beat W h e a t o n and Ohio Norton
to advance to the N C A A championship.
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from other areas of campus as
well, though not nearly at the
rate of the cafeteria thefts.
Ohanes Khacherian (’16)

minutes. He had put it on the
floor underneath the coat hooks
on the Maas Auditorium side.
After dinner, he found he had
lost his textbooks, computer,
and calculator, among other
things— a
devastating
loss
during finals week.
Khacherian’s story is similar.
He put his backpack on the floor
by the coat hooks during dinner,
but returned to find itgone.
“Iwas shocked because there
were t6ns of other bags around
and mine was the one stolen,"
said Khacherian.
He is thankful he had not left
his wallet or phone inside his
backpack, although he did lose
several valuable items.
Both students are taking
much more care of their
belongings. They encourage
others to use the bag check
until the security cameras are
completely functional and the
bag check is dissolved. Wolters
suggested that if at all possible,
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Eliminating bedbugs: a complicated process Backpack theft

ope

Wednesday
March
Hope hosts Model United
Nations Conference

6

Through Mar ch 7

Thursday
March 7
Spaghetti dinner for Dance
Marathon
T h e Kletz, 5 p.m.

S A C Coffee House
T h e Kletz, 9 p.m.

Friday
Dance Marathon

March 8

D o w Center. 7 p.m.

Mon day
March 11
“Truth in a Technological Age"
F r i e d - H e m e n w a y Auditorium, 4 p.m.
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ENDTHER-WORD
Today, March 6, is the
nationwide day of awareness of
the movement to stop common
use of the words “retard” and
“retarded.” The movement is
called “Spread the Word to End
the Word.” Hope College student,
Erin Rhodes (’16), will be outside
Phelps Dining Hall today at lunch
and dinner. Please stop by and
sign the pledge to stop the use of
the “r-word.”
Spread the word to end the
word is is sponsored by the
Student Chapter of the Council
for Exceptional Children.

♦ BEDBUGS, f r o m p a g e 1
♦ BACKPACKS, fro m p a g e 1
wireless sensors inside the room.
Heat treatment poses a
problem because it has proven
difficultto heat items in drawers
to a necessary temperature.
Therefore, these items are
bagged and taken to a special
off-site heat chamber. Yet, this
created a delay in returning the
items to the students.
“As a result, Hope built its
own heat chamber to minimize
the amount of time that the
students were without their
belongings, said Jobson.”
Despite the measures the
college has taken to eliminate
the bedbugs, the process still
seemed prolonged for Metellus.
“I feel tired, frustrated but
most of all angry that I got bed
bugs in the first place. I just am
done with the whole process,”
said Metellus.
To prevent future cases of
bedbugs, it is important that
students understand how bed
bugs are transferred. Because
bedbugs cannot fly and avoid
the light, they are transported
by ‘hitch-hiking’ in things like
backpacks and laptop keyboards.
“As long as bed bugs have
food and shelter, they are not apt
to move on their own," Jobson
said.
“Typically, we will have the
suspected bite checked by the
Health Center and inspect the
room,” said Jobson.

Let’s talk: The H u m a n
Sexuality Discussion For u m
Discussion Forum. “Last year
we decided that there was a
need for a group that could talk
The
Human
Sexuality about this issues, regardless
Discussion Forum is “a very of opinions. There was a need
mysterious group,” said Kathryn for something student-led that
Pritchard (T4), President and could foster discussion," stated
founder of the Human Sexuality Pritchard.
They originally wanted to
Discussion Forum. “W e don’t
even have an official Hope email call the group the^Gay Straight
yet, but we’re working on it.” The Forum, hut were told by
Forum, founded around March administration that the focus
of2012, has just been revving up was too narrow, and instead
their visibilityon campus-.
changed the name to the Human
Although the Forum began Sexuality Discussion Forum, to
in 2012, the groundwork for foster discussion about all areas
the group was laid years earlier of human sexuality instead of
when in 2009, when openly just gay/straight issues. The
gay filmmaker Dustin Lance Human Sexuality Discussion
Black was not invited to speak Forum originally was concieved
at a roundtable discussion asa regular student organization,
at Hope
because college but is now technically a student
administrators worried his development group run by
stance on homosexuality would the Dean of Students, Dean
cause tension on campus. 2009 Richard Frost. Consisting of
also marked the year that Hope 5-10 members, Pritchard sees
Is Ready was formed, and many the Forum as “a moderator on
of the policies and opinions at campus. [For example,] if a
Hope regarding sexuality came student is upset about an issue,
to the forefront of campus life [the Forum] is there to talk
and discussion.
about it."
Kathryn
Pritchard
was
The
Forum
recently
involved in Hope Is Ready in held a panel discussion on
2011, but because of the group’s Thursday, Feb. 28 on marriage
unofficial status at college she and sexuality, moderated by
was frustrated by the inability to Director of Hope’sCounseling &
hold programming and events Psychological Services, Kristen
on campus. She and another Gray. The first hour dealt with
student, Nick Boersma (T3) pre-established questions about
then decided to make what
is now the Human Sexuality
SEE HSDF, PAGE 10

Elena Rivera

Co-Editor in Chief

students should leave their 1
backpacks in the residents halls, i
and to be careful about carrying !
around valuable items.
For now, perhaps due to the j,
new safety measures, it appears |
the influx of thefts has ebbed.
“I just hope it stays that way,” j
said Wolters who urged any |
student with information to ;
come forward. “Were definitely |
looking into any leads."
According to Wolters, the
cameras and bag check may not
be a complete solution. Even
with the cameras, it is difficult
to be sure whose backpack is
whose. By far the most common
color is black, and many models
look the same.
“Ijust wish there was a better
option,” said Wolters.
Since being robbed, Swain
has learned not totrusthispeers.
“There are tons of phenomenal
people, but there are plenty of
people who have no problem
with taking things that aren’t
theirs.”
Photo by Liz M artin
“For me... it’s not just losing
BEDBUG ZAPPER— Students’ smaller personal items are expensive belongings -those can
heated to 1 4 0 degrees Inside this heat cha mber to kill any be replaced. But the memories I
possible bedbugs.
had stored on my computer, the
pictures and videos, which had
bedbugs,
the
Centers
for
Disease
Jobson also advises that
students who suspect that they Control F AQ site (http://www. not been uploaded elsewhere,
have bed bugs should contact cdc.gov/parasites/bedbugs/faqs. were erased. It’s almost like you
Student Development (616-395- html) provides a list of how lose a part of you. Part of you
to determine the presence of gets erased. That is what really
7800 or housing@hope.edu).
makes me so angry," said Swain.
For more information on bedbugs.

CAN W E COME
WITH YOU9
BUFFALO WILD WINGS
TASTES JUST AS GOOD
AT HOME, IF YOU CAN
MAKE IT THAT FAR.
*

NO TIME TO HANG? *

CALL IN FOR
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Holland Police best Latin Kings in latest run-in
Alex Bellca
Staff W

riter

Holland and Chicago may
share a marvelous view of Lake
Michigan but that’s not all they
have incommon. In recent years,
both citieshave been afflicted by
the criminal activities of a wellorganized street gang known as
the Latin Kings.
The
Latin
Kings
are
considered to be the largest
and most organized Hispanic
street gang operating within
the United States, with chapters
in more than 100 cities
nationwide. Like almost all
modern organized crime, the
Latin Kings' main business is
the transportation and sale of
drugs, specifically cocaine and
marijuana. Originally founded
in Chicago by Puerto Ricans in
the 1940s, the majority of the
Latin Kings’membership today
is ofMexican descent.
The
Latin
Kings
are
considered to be one of the
nation’s most violent gangs, on
the streets and in prison. The
FBI's Violent Crime Initiative
Report found that, “there
are approximately 1,600 selfadmitted Latin Kings in the
Illinois prison system, and these
account for more than half of
all the recorded violent acts
on prison personnel and other
inmates.”

The gang has a national
leadership
and
organized
subchapters within the cities
it operates. Every member
must uphold the organization’s
constitution. Among
other
promises, each member pledges
to provide a certain percentage
of the profits from drug deals to
his superiors. Local leaders then
provide a percentage of their
earnings to the organization.
Although compared to many
cities Holland’s gang activity
is relatively small, the Holland
Police and FBI have been
working to address the problem.
O n February 13th, the gang task
force conducted theirlatestmass
sweep, arresting and charging
29 individuals allegedly involved
in gang activity. Holland Public
Safety Chief Matt Messer says,
“This makes a huge dent in
organization.”
A former gang investigator,
Wes Daily, told the North
Andover Mass. Eagle Tribune:
“When you compare them to
other streetgangs likethe Bloods
and the Crips, none compare to
the organization of the Kings...
They think they’re a business,”
he said, “and they write things
down.” Of course The Kings’
affinity for record-keeping is an
an asset and a liability.
The organization's national
leader, Gustavo “Gino” Colon,

P

Photo Courtesy of W ikimedia Commons

THE WRITINGS ON THE WALL — Latin Kings’Vandalism of the sort the Holland Police con
fronts as characterized by Images of five pointed crowns and braggadocios inscriptions.
has been serving a life sentence
in prison since 2000 when the
government convicted Colon of
running the gang from behind
prison walls while serving a 30
year sentence for murder.
Holland’s chapter of the
Latin Kings w$s formed in the
mid-1990s. The gang has since
dominated much of Holland’s
criminal activity, engaging in
deals involving both marijuana
and cocaine while using violence
to keep both members and rival
gangs in line.

The federal indictment of
these members accuses the
Holland chapter for being
involved in drug sales, witness
tampering, illicit gun use,
stabbings,
and
attempted
murder.
Authorities
are
concentrating resources in
the 17th Street area between
Harrison and Lincoln Avenues,
where many gang members are
known to live. After the arrests,
the gang members retaliated by
tagging buildingswith the letters
H P D K meaning, “Holland Police

Department Killer."
The police, however, say
that they are not intimidated,
as Police Captain Jack Dykstra
indicated in a conversation with
MLive. Dykstra asserted that
despite the threats, “we are not
wavering in our stance, and will
continue to pursue those that
choose this type of behavior." If
Dykstra's resolve is replicated
nationwide, it does not seem
too unlikely that activity of this
nature could begin to seem very
unattractive to participants.

ERSPECTIVES

W h y the two-party system m a y destroy everything
Timothy Cook
Staff W

riter

It is a sad irony that we
are so proud yet so ashamed
of our government. In 1930,
Franklin Roosevelt said with
confidence that the “United
States Constitution has proved
itself the most marvelously
elastic compilation of rules of
government ever written.” The
situation of the country was
dire, but itwas our government,,
not just itsbureaucracy, that was
there to support all of us in all
its
constitutionally-ordained
glory. Congress, the president
and the court system worked
together and rebuilt America to
greater heights than ever before.
It wasn’t easy, and they didn’t
agree on everything, but they
knew a better future was just
over the horizon.
Very soon, the effects of the
2013 budget sequester will be
seen all across America. The
effects will at once be seen
nowhere and felt everywhere.
Expenses will be cut from small
business aid. Social Security
and entitlement programs, and
even the once-infallible Defense
Budget. Our country has had
fiscal skirmishes before, and
debates about funding are an
essential part of government.
Today, however, we have a
pyrrhic battle where everyone
loses.
H ow could our country
willingly
follow
such
a

President Obama. The few who
disagree with these ideologies,
such as Ron Paul and Buddy
Roemer, are snuffed out.
As the American system
decays and our political parties
turn against us, we are left with
only a few options with which to
correct our crisis and save our
nation for future generations.
At the heart of any reforms
must be the Constitution. Our
Constitution does not mention
political parties or say anything
about the present two-party
system; this must be changed.
Photo Courtesy of AP
The United States is one of
MA N Y NECESSARY STEPS TO BE TAKEN— High ranking government officials coopera
the few countries in the world
tively sport green ties on Saint Patrick’s day In a rare m o m e n t of bipartisanship.
President Nixon pursued the with only two main political
destructive path? It is easy to and effectively. Nonetheless,
“
southern
strategy" to appeal parties. While the influence of
blame Congress, which holds like the civilizations that have
to
the
additional
Southern our unique society and economy
the two main tools that could risen and fallen in ages past, the
Democrat
faction.
The
result was enough to allow this old
stop the sequester: to tax and American system is stagnating
irreparably
distorted
both
the system to function, it will be
with
age.
to cut spending. Republicans
Some of the earliest signs of Democratic and Republican unable to do so in the 21st
hold the House and will not tax,
century. Having many parties
Democrats holds the Senate and the American system’s decline parties. The Republican Party
is a proven way to have many
will not cut spending. The result happened in 1968 when the was now not just the party of
Democratic Party held its the free market, but a religious positions and viewpoints.
ispainfully simple.
The choice can no longer be to
Even if Congress is at fault convention in Chicago. At the conservative party as well.At the
simply
tax or cut spending. W e
same
time,
the
Democratic
Party
and its members are blinded time, the party was composed
s
t
i
l
l
don't
know if a multiparty
morphed
from
an
economically
by self-interest, the path they of four main factions with very
America
could
have avoided
progressive
coalition
to
a
are on is too destructive for any different stances on different
sequestration,
but
it might
socially
politician to take it willingly. policies. Nonetheless, they European-influenced
have
avoided
the
two-sided,
There isone affliction that raises cooperated under one party leftist party.
Over time, successive activist mutually-assured destruction
the ire of parties, politicians, affiliation. However, the strain of
game being played in Congress
pundits and presidents alike: the the Vietnam War and the Civil presidents on both sides have
now.
American system is broken. The Rights Movement proved to be a used their powerful office to
Today’s politics brings us
United States was one ofthe first breaking point. The Democratic create political ideologies which
only
anger and disappointment.
neither
party
can
easily
break.
modern republics in the world candidate, Hubert Humphrey,
History
shows us that such a
Instead
of
parties
of
interest
and assuch itdeveloped a unique could no longer count on the
system
cannot
and will not last
coalitions,
we
now
have
parties
system of government.
For support of Southern and Antiforever.
Fear
not
America, one
many years, this system served War Democrats and thus lost of ideologies: the ideology of
day
there
will
be
change.
Reagan and the ideology of
the needs of the people robustly the election.
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“If I lose, of course it will
be because of blackmail
a n d intimidation."
- Raila “Awambo" Odinga,
Kenya’s current prime minister
and leading contender for the
presidency anticipates the politi
cal intrigues that will accompany
his potential loss.

Drastic times, drastic measures
Gov. Snyder
initiates
financial “state
of emergency”
proceedings
Wesley Rleth
W

orld

N ews Co-Editor

“W e have a shared stra
tegic c o m m i t m e n t . Let
m e m a k e clear w h a t that
c o m m i t m e n t is: It is to
prevent Iran f r o m acquir
ing a nuclear w e a p o n ,
period.”

In an audacious yet arguably
warranted move, Gov. Rick
Snyder has issued a financial
state of emergency in Detroit
as of this past Friday. Although
many constituents associate
- Israel's Prime Minister Benja
this power-play with the
min Netanyahu speaks on Iran's
nuclear ambitions before support implementation of a stateers at AIPAC, the influential Israel chosen emergency manager, this
Lobby.
isin fact not the case.
Snyder told the Associated
“W e m a k e the m o d e s t
Press on Friday that his decision
proposal that the negoti regarding whether or not an
ation r o o m s should b e an emergency manager will be put
inebriation-free zone.”
in place will come after a 10-day
- Joseph Torsella, deputy U.S.
appeals process. He cites that he
ambassador to the United Nations
does
have acandidate, buthas not
on proposed ban on drunk diplo
yet released further information.
mats at U N budget debates.
Snyder emphasized that there
will be no “big bailout” coming
“Y o u could call this about from the state government in his
as close to a cure, if not a
comments at a midday public
cure, that w e V e seen.”
hearing on Friday.
- Anthony Fauci of the National
Under Michigan law, an
Institutes of Health on firstpur
emergency
manager will be
ported case of cured HIV in an
given access to revamp almost
infant.
all aspects of a city's fiscal
and monetary policy. This
“It's not w h a t I meant. I
can
include
renegotiating

didn’t express myself as
I w i s h e d I w o u l d have.
Y o u know, w h e n you
speak in private, uh, y o u
don't s p e n d as m u c h
time thinking about
h o w s o m e t h i n g could be
twisted a n d distorted.
A n d it could c o m e out
w r o n g . ... T h e r e ’s n o
question that hurt a n d
did real d a m a g e to m y
campaign.”
- Former presidential aspirant
Mitt Romney in first post
campaign televised interview
speaks on infamous “47 percent”
comment.

“W e w a n t to k n o w w h a t
is going o n with C h a v e z ’s
health, if he is alive or
dead, and w e w a n t elec
tions.”
- Dario Alberici, a 55-year old
public accountant at a Venezuelan
protest, joins in demands for de
tails regarding Chavez’s health.

“Instead of spending
m o n e y o n celebrity sport
ing events to entertain
the elites of that country,
the North K o r e a n regime
should focus o n the well
being of its o w n people,
w h o have been starved,
imprisoned and denied
their h u m a n rights.”
-White House press secretary Jay
Camey on Dennis Rodman and
the Harlem Globetrotters North
Korean expedition.

advocated by our governor is
one of subtraction removing
elected
leaders,
removing
stakeholders, removing the
voices of the people.”
The
aforementioned
‘democratic process’ has left a
little more than a bitter taste
in many Detroit residents’
mouths, as a combination of
fiscal liberalism, corruption,
and greed have turned a oncethriving manufacturing-based
metropolis into one of the most
financially unstable cities in
Photo Courtesy of AP
the U.S. The dramatic cuts that
IT’S ALL IN HIS HANDS N O W - Gov. Rick Snyder explains will have to be made to rectify
this situation will directly affect
w h y this w e e k ’s dramatic declaration might be justified.
many public services such as law
labor contracts, suspending represents a suspension of enforcement, public education,
the salaries of elected public democracy, stating that, “When
officials, large spending cuts, times are tough, it is especially 6 6
and the selling of unnecessary important that decisions are
made
democratically
and
city assets to gain revenue.
T h e process advocated
The Motor City seems to locally. Today's announcement
b y our Gover n o r is one
Governor
Snyder
have come to a screeching halt by
of subtraction r e m o v 
in terms of revenue; with a recommending an emergency
ing elected leaders...
$327 million budget deficit and manager does a disservice to
$14 billion in long-term loans, every Detroit citizen. It will
it is blatantly obvious that the lead to cuts in vital services,
— M ichigan D emocratic
P arty
current financialsystems inplace which will benefit out-oftown creditors and make our
are not properly functioning.
________________ 59
In a city that has practically communities less livable.”
The Michigan Democratic and municipal utilities.
been founded on specialized
According to the Mackinac
industry and the accompanying Party concurred, declaring,
labor unions, a certain measure “There are real problems in Center for Public Policy, a
of backlash from the decision Detroit, but we will only solve nonpartisan think tank based in
is to be expected. The Detroit/ them with everyone at the Midland, Detroit would become
Michigan AFL-CIO expressed table. W e should trust in the the largest U.S. cityto relinquish
that this move
virtually democratic process. The process control to state oversight.

Updated: Violence Against W o m e n Act
Lauren Madison
G uest W

riter

Last Thursday, the U.S. House
of Representatives finally voted
to pass the Senate’s revamped
version of the Violence Against
W o m e n Act (VAWA). This piece
of legislation was updated from
the original 1994 VAWA, which
was enacted to provide better
care for victims of domestic
abuse, rape, and other forms off:
gendered violence.
The act was widely hailed as
a success, and was subsequently
reauthorized in 2000 and
2005. According to the New
York Times, the most recently
passed version “creates and
expands federal programs to
assist local communities with
law enforcement and aiding
victims of domestic and sexual
abuse." Yet since this version's
introduction in the Senate over a
year ago, controversy was found
in new provisions of the act that
concern protecting particularly
marginalized and vulnerable
groups ofwomen.
Under the new legislation,
greater support would be
mandated for lesbian, gay,
bisexual,
and
transgender
victims of rape and domestic
violence. LGBT
individuals
experience such acts at the same
rates as heterosexual individuals,
yet report their experiences
less often; when they do, they
are often not taken seriously
or denied help. According to
the National Task Force to End

Sexual and Domestic Violence
Against Women, approximately
45 percent of LGBT individuals
are turned away by domestic
abuse shelters, and almost 55
percent of LGBT individuals
who seek protective orders are
denied them.
The bill also establishes
greater protections for Native
American
women.
Under
current law, tribal courts are
unable to impose jail sentences
of greater than one year, so they
typically don’t take on felonies.
Felony, rape, and domestic abuse
cases are thus left to the federal
courts for DjEftsecution. where
they are oftentimes conveniently
dismissed ^together. The bill
grants tribal-'*courts greater
power to prosecute cases
of violence against women.
Furthermore, the bill gives these
courts the jurisdiction to try
non-Native American offenders.
In addition, the Senate’s
version of V A W A provides
undocumented immigrants, who
are victims of rape or domestic
violence, with protection under
the law. Such women are often
hesitant to report abuse for fear
of deportation; under the new
law, those who come forward
will be able to apply forvisas and
even citizenship.
In
response,
House
Republicans discarded these
components
and
drafted
their own version of VAWA.
According to House Majority
Leader Eric Cantor, (R-Va.) it
would “help all women who are

Photo Courtesy of AP

W H O RUNS THE WORLD?— House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosl leads a n ew s conference on the reintroduction of V A W A
faced with violent, abusive and
dangerous situations.”
Yet it seems some women
would, in fact, be marginalized
by the act. Representative Gwen
Moore, (D-Wis.) a survivor
of domestic abuse and rape,
passionately argued against
the exclusionary nature of the
legislation, invoking the words
of civil rights activist Sojourner
Truth: “1pray that this body will
do as the Senate has done and
come together as one to protect
all women from violence. As I
think about the L.G.B.T. victims
who are not here, the native
women who are not here, the
immigrants who aren’t in this
bill, I would say, as Sojourner
Truth would say, Ain’t they
women?’”
President Obama awaited
the House’s vote, emphasizing

that “Renewing this bill is an
important step towards making
sure no one in America isforced
to live in fear, and Ilook forward
to signing it into law as soon as
it hits my desk.” Sure enough,
the House version was unable to
obtain bipartisan support, and
was squarely defeated before the
Senate version could be passed.
Despite all the controversy,
support for V A W A revisions
essentially turned out to be
considerably bipartisan, with
87 House Republicans and 199
House Democrats ultimately
voting to pass the bill. But
perhaps the most important
(and telling) figures are these:
in a Congress still largely
dominated by men, 68 of the
78 women in the House and
100 percent of women senators
voted to pass VAWA.
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Wednesday
M ar ch 6
Hope College Concert Series
Presents: U n k n o w n Mortal
Orchestra w s g W a m p i r e and
Foxygen
P a r k The at re 8 p.m.

Thursday
Dance 39

M ar ch

7

K ni c k e r b o c k e r T he a t r e 8 p.m.
(runs t hr ou gh Saturday)

Tuesday
March 12
Arunesh Adgir Performance
D i m n e n t M e m o r i a l C h a p e l 7 : 3 0 p.m.

In B

rief

GILDA’S LAUGHFEST
BRINGS C O M E D Y TO WEST
MICHIGAN
The third annual LaughFest will
begin on Thursday with events
taking place in venues around
Grand Rapids, Lowell and Hol
land until March 17. The event
features a variety of stand-up
acts, improv shows, films, au
thors and community showcases.
Joel McHale. Wayne Brady and
Lewis Black will all be making
appearances during the festival.
All proceeds from LaughFest
will benefit programs offered
through GiIda’s Club Grand Rap
ids. Tickets for the show can be
bought on Ticketmaster and the
schedule of events can be found
on www.laughfestgr.org.

Visualizing art in the heart of ruins
Professor discusses his photo exhibit “Reclamation: Gardens of Past Industry”
Nicole Jahlas
G uest W

riter

The DePree Art Gallery
is currently
featuring
a
photography exhibit called
“Reclamation: Gardens of Pa$t
Industry,” which is the work of
Hope College’s very own faculty
member Steve Nelson. Nelson
is an associate professor and
chairperson of the Department
of Art and Art History. Many of
his previous photographs have
been on display in other exhibits
in Chicago and N e w York.
This past fall, his work was
highlighted in a two-persofi
exhibition in the Ganton
Art Gallery at Spring Arbor
University. Nelson started taking
photographs of abandoned
industrial sites from the 19th
and 20tb centuries located in
Michigan in 2008. The Anchor
got the chance to talk with him
about his art and what inspired
him to capture these scenes.
The Anchor: What made yob
want to be a photographer?
Steve Nelson: When 1started
studying art and I took my first
photography class and realized
how pictures can inspire
emotions. Itcan also bringreality
closer to people, and change the
way we see pictures. Also how
you can change the contrast,

Photo by Jenelle Ranville

ABANDONED BEAUTY— Steve Nelson (above) stands next to his favorite photograph in his
in the exhibit, which juxtaposes the natural world and m a n - m a d e buildings.
texture and the representation
of subjects, etc.
A: What inspired you to
start taking pictures of these
abandoned industrial sites in
Michigan?
SN: It’s my native land. I
grew up north of [Holland] in
Muskegon so my childhood was
filled with exploring industrial
sites that where in ruins.
Michigan has a Tong history of

these sites from the 19thcentury
that are now abandoned.
Those businesses have now
moved on or they have now gone
out of business. These spaces are
now being claimed by nature,
and there are now a lotof natural
resources there. Iconsider these
sites to be part of our natural
resources as well as a historical
resource of our past.
A: What made you decide to

take some photographs in black
and white and others in color?
SN: The black and white
picturesTo me are more timeless
because color technology 'is
more recent in the history
of photography. It wasn't a
popularly
used
consumer
product until the 1950’s. M y
interest in black and white, is
SEE N ELSON, PAGE 1 0 ,, „ ,

Harry Potter appeals to the n e w generation
Ian Bussan

yet somber purples, browns,
yellows, dark greens, red and
blues convey a sense of an
Fifteen years have passed ancient and mystical state,which
since J.K. Rowling's •'‘Harry the other art mechanics further
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” compliment.
An enormous
was released and since then it amount of information is
has become a major force in presented in the cover as it
popular culture, not to mention encloses objects whose true
the impact itproduced on those significance is obvious to those
who grew up reading it. The who have read the book, hut to
books have established an the novice conveys a sense of
admiration even in the most awe and mystery.
uninterested readers. The books
The original cover depicts
gained a popularity that no one Harry Potter mounted on
imagined atthe time oftheirfirst a broom with his hand
release. At that time, without outstretched to catch a small
the present clout of the series, golden ballwith wings. Another
the publisher required a surefire notable image is that of an
way of attracting attention—
owl with a letter clutched in
hence an exceptional cover.
its talons, which appears on
However, with Rowling’s the backside— an incongruous
increased popularity as well image to many. Yet, in reality it
as the recent fifteenth year is a powerful symbol of Harry's
anniversary of “The Sorcerer’s initiation into the wizarding
Stone,” a new cover has been word, which is a topic of great
designed for said book. The importance for the first novel of
cover, created by the series’ the series.
American publisher Scholastic
Kibuishi's cover portrays one
and illustrator Kazu Kibuishi, specific moment in the novel:
provides a new perspective on Harry’s entrance into Diagon
the series. “W e thought it was Alley and, in a metaphorical
time for a fresh approach... as sense, the wizarding world as
a way of attracting the interest a whole. It is a huge shift in
of a new generation of eight- perspective for him and the
and nine-year-olds who may
reader— we are finally shown
know Harry mostly through the society of magic that exists,
the movies," said President of which is unnoticed but very
Scholastic Trade Publishing present in his world. The image
Ellie Berger.
distinguishes the “normal"
The cover for Rowling’s Harry from his strange and
first novel was created by unusual surroundings.
Mary GrandPre. The colorful
They say that a book should

Guest W
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not be judged by its cover, but
why then is cover art a serious
practice for artists? A cover’s
design can do more than suggest
the main plot; it can display a
theme embodied in an image or
set the tone with a color scheme
or art style. It is an important
component when selling a book
as the cover needs to attract the
attention of a potential reader
and convey enough information
through that image.
There have been mixed
reviews of the new cover art;
some fans are excited to see
the revision and others do not
understand the purpose behind
it. Some adult fans claim that
this cover, without a doubt,
appeals to a new generation and
consequently makes them feel
too old.
The Wall Street Journal
recently asked Kibuishi about
his new cover. Concerning his
intentions with the artwork,
Kibuishi explained, “Anything
that brings more people to the
series is fantastic, and creating
a new set of images is a great
way to introduce the fantasy to
a new audience... when I have
an opportunity to better pave
that road— or help open that
door— to literature and learning,
I'll jump at the chance and put
a tremendous amount of effort
and thought behind it. The new
generation of readers will likely
never have heard ofHarry Potter
before. Iwould love for them to
see why the series is a classic."

T he A nchor
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S n o w White

Cinderella

(1937)

(1950)

Morgan Bubb

Melody Hughes

Guest W riter

Features Editor

.at I think Snow
There are several reaj
ity example of
White does not seryi
mOv
a whole puts
womens strengths,
ue of physical
an emphasis on the pr< lUmed
irest” w o m a n is such
appearance. Being the
a coveted title that the queen, aims to kill Snow
White in order to be the most beautiful w o m a n
in the land. I prefer stories about female charac
ters who are admired for their kindness, goals,
compassion, and motivation among many other
qualities.
M y primary concern with Snow White is that
she has very little fight in her. W h e n the going
gets tough, Snow gets going. Even when her
situations are only slightly uncomfortable, Snow
flees the scene.
Consider the wishing well scene, where Snow
is singing about her one desire for the one she
loves to fine
id her. U p walks an eligible prince, and
she runs away. W h e n she is scared in the for
est, she collapses. W h e n she is told that a witch
wants her dead, she merely hides.
Snow had seven easily-persuaded dwarves
with pickaxes on her side. She could have made
a plan and trained them to be a small army or a
fleet of body guards. Snow White does not serve
as an Example of independence, resourcefulness,
or bravery— traits that should be portrayed by
any character who young girls would admire.

Aladdin

The cast of “Cinderella” is dominated by fe
male characters who each possess one domi
nant trait. The stepmother is pure evil, the step
sisters pure dumb, and the fairy godmother is
pure fabulous.
Cinderella plays the victim, submitting to a
demeaning life with her stepmother while qui
etly wishing for better circumstances. She has
an active imagination and daydreams obsessive
ly, but limits herselfto mental escapes.
She does not take action to escape on her
own. Her fairy godmother and furry friends pro
vide her with the gown and a sweet ride, steer
ing her right into the arms of Prince Charming.
This guy must have a thing for sparkly blue
dresses. The pair doesn't converse; they dance
and stare at each other which leads to true love
of course. For all this staring, the prince for
gets what Cinderella looks like. If she hadn’tleft
her glass slipper at the ball, w ho knows h ow he
would have been reunited with the “love of his
life.”
Apparently, no other salvation but marriage
to a prince existed for Cinderella. Her story
proposes that ifyou are a damsel in distress, the
best course of action is to hope for a large dose
of magic and a delicate shoe size.
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Pocahontas

(1992)

(1995)

Jaclyn Brett

Melody Hughes

Leigh Clouse
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Pocahontas has|||; wild spirit and sharp
mind. Even though her father ^strongly sup
ports Kocoum's marriage proposal, she does
not accept it without first exploriug other op
tions. Grandmother Willow, a strong|female
role model, encourages Pocahontas to trust
her own discernment, saying, "Listen to your
heart."
She has a strong identity and is able to listen
to her heart in a culture with rigid expecta
tions that leave no room for individuality.
Pocahontas is brave enough to speak to the
strange white m a n John Smith. She acts as his
cultural ambassador, teaching him about the
earth and her people, and in doing so, she falls
in love with him. Their relationship is c o m 
plex; Pocahontas betrays her people to be with
John and betrays her heart to leave him.
By diffusing the conflict between the natives
and the Englishmen, Pocahontas becomes the
story’s heroine. The Englishmen leave for good
without a bloody battle. Although she is in love
with John Smith, her loyalty to her culture and
family take precedence. She stays on the shore
while John sails away forever.
Pocahontas is a strong female role model
who decides her own standards for a relation
ship and sees more to the world than marriage.
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“AjCddinralfilled with mask^carpet rides, il
lustrious A r ^ ’
i^n cities, and' what has to be the
most fabulous, genie imaginable. Blit for all of
its cojorful Sraracters,’thefe s ^ m y bn^ woman.
Princess.lapiine has no power atlthe beginning
of the stqfy; her. father is in controlof her life,
and that involves her being handed off to other
m e n for marriage.
The main pldlffioint of the movie shows Alad
din’s attempts to win her hand. Jasmine herself
isn’t shown to have many valuable qualities; in
fact, the most helpful thing that she does is to
distract Jafar to save Aladdin. She accomplishes
this by seducing Jafar.
This is a huge problem-it Sends the message
that even if she is smart or strong or brave, it is
Jasmine’s sexuality that is her best asset. Though
the problems are many, there do remain some re
deeming aspects of “AJaddin.”
It does briefly explain her perspective-that of
one forced to do things against her will. Aladdin's
realizes that using deception to make her love
him is wrong, and that he needs to treat her with
respect to win her heart.
This, however, still reflects the attitude that
she is a prize, albeit a prize won by good charac
ter. “Aladdin" does not completely treat w o m e n
poorly, but itwould have done well to take a look
at all the the messages itwas really sending.

y Month with the Disney Princesses
lowering truths about w o m e n ’s roles in society and relationships
«ing Beauty

The Little Mermaid

1959)

Beauty a n d the Beast
(1991)

(1989)

A is defined and named by her
1oing Beauty.” At birth, she is
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Co-Editor In Chief
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In “The Little Mermaid,” our under the sea
heroine Ariel is obsessed with humans, hoarding
human objects (forks, knives, artwork, etc) in a
little grotto. However, Ariel seems to think for
herself to an extent.
She disobeys her father constantly. W h e n she.
sees Eric, she starts singing about being part of
his world and eventually she gives up her voice
for a pair of legs in order to get her man. This
gets her on land and since she can’t talk, Eric can
only notice her body and mannerisms.
Though Ariel is qlumsy, she looks like the ide
al woman. The song “Kiss the Girl” tells Eric to
not ask before kissing, but just to go for it,which
isdisrespectful and gives dominance to the male.
The entire movie is about the triumph of the
ideal w o m a n manifested in Ariel (young, slender,
quiet, lovesick) over the un-ideal w o m a n mani
fested in our villain Ursula (voluptuous, outspo
ken, sexual).
Ariel is forced to choose between her father
and Eric, two worlds that apparently cannot be
made one. Overall, perhaps the most disappoint
ing aspect of “The Little Mermaid” is the fact
that the movie premiered in 1989, when femi
nism was in full swing.

In refreshing contrast to many Disney prin
cesses, Belle never explicitly states that she is
looking for love.
She does, however,! long for adventure and
something “more than her provincial life." Belle is
considered beautiful by the townsfolk, but is nev
er shown to care about her appearance. She also
immerses herself in the extraordinary and fantas
tical worlds of the books she reads.
Because of this, the people of her village think
she’s crazy. Gaston even goes so far as to com
ment on her hobby, saying that “it’s not right for a
w o m a n to read,” because “she starts getting ideas
and thinking."
Belle uses her intelligence and wit to bring out
the goodness that lies within the Beast, and they
both wind up living happily ever after. However,
we all know that we shouldn’t take relationship
advice from fairy tales. With the help of Belle,
the Beast's mean, coarse, and unrefined exterior
melts away. The idea that a girl can make a rela
tionship work by changing her significant other is
emphasized in the plot.
Regardless, when “Beauty and the Beast” was
released, Belle’s character was a breath of fresh air,
due to her intelligence and independence wh|ch
previous Disney films failed to address as md&i
with their respective leading female characters.
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Tangled

The Princess and the Frog
(2009)
Guest W riter

,

Tiana emulates a strong Message about
the precedence of hard work and goal set
ting. She dedicated her life’s work toward
one goal: owning and opening her own res
taurant. This ambition isgrounded in her tal
ent for cooking and the philosophy that good
food has the power to bring people together.
By seeing this to completion, she honors her
father's dream to open a restaurant. He died
before he could achieve it.
W M e Tiana’s ditzy, spoiled friend Char
lotte swoons for any wealthy man, Tiana re
mains skeptical of romance. She is initially
unimpressed by Prince Naveens immaturity
and laziness. Their relationship takes a while
to get off the ground.
W h a t ’s unique about their budding ro
mance is that they are humans in frog form
while they fall in love. Thus, Prince Naveen
truly falls in love with Tiana's personality
rather than her beauty. They compliment
each other well: he is fun-loving while she is
level-headed.
In the end, Tiana pays for the lease of her
restaurant with her own money. She does
not need a prince to swoop in and save her.
Tiana is the only Disney princess to end up
with a career and a man.
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While an incredibly sweet story filled
with wonder and adventure, “Tangled” also
does well in its Treatment of female char
acters, specifically the main character, Rapunzel. The story is about her, but she isn’t
motivated by any quest for love: her wish is
simply to see the floating lights.
She shows inner strength when she finally
defies the strict boundaries established by
her supposed mother. Rapunzel refuses to
be tamed forever.
W h e n Flynn Rider joins her on her jour
ney, it is not love at first sight; Flynn is quite
unsuccessful on the romantic front. Instead,
over the course of the story, they grow to
gether and learn from each other. They are
both on equal footing in the relationship;
neither has control over the other, and they
have equal affection and respect.
The story does not just focus on their re
lationship. The main plot involves her dis
covering her real family as well as gaining the
strength to Stand up to her stepmother. She
is a complex character and self-possessed
young woman. Just look at how she handles
that frying pan!

That’s the way it is

Chasing dreams

Madalyn M u n c y
Co Editor-in-Chief

Jessica Woolpert

The major question
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one does.
Now, I’ve lived with a
chemical engineering major for
most of my college career. Ihave
never taken an engineering or
chemistry class at Hope, so Ionly
know the hardships of a science
major through her: more classes,
long labs, difficult exams, high
expectations. Being a science
major isn’teasy; in fact,itcan get
fairly competitive when vying
for research positions in order to
get into grad school.
But I think she understands
and appreciates art. I’ve shared
my work with her (she read
my novel all the way through)
and I don’t think it’s out of
obligation. W e share a passion
for photography and often share
and discuss our photos. W e
don’t have in-depth discussions
on the merits of magical realism,
but there isn’t as much of a
disconnect as I thought there'd
be when we first met.
On the humanities major
side of things, I know that
what science itiajofs do is
important. Their research often
changes medicine, as we know
it. Their impact goes far in our
culture. W e need people to be
good, innovative doctors and
engineers. W e need people that
make the world work better. :
Being the curious, wellrounded liberal arts student
that I am, I find myself asking
questions about certain science
courses or research. This past

There's always been great
debate amongst students as to
what academic major is most
difficult. Usually, this involves
natural science majors versus
humanities majors, but I’ve
heard that several majors have
at iton this subject.
As a humanities major myself,
there have been times where I’ve
beeh in a room full of science
majors that think the work Ido is
easy and relativelyuseless. There
have been times where I've been
told that reading for homework
really isn’t homework (this is
entirely wrong - I’d like to see
everyone try to read 100 pages
a night of dense reading and
then have to participate actively
in discussion about it). Though
sometimes it feels like being an
English major dftd discussing
books in class is a dream come
true, writing draft after draft of
a research paper or short story is
no walk in the park.
And I've also been in a room
full of humanities majors that
convulse at the thought of
spending hours in a lab or taking
quizzes and exams on a regular
j basis. I’ve been in conversations
;that complain that science
majors don’t understand art and
can’tappreciate the type ofwork
done in a^ereativq. writing or
sculpture class.
There is some sort of
rivalry going on here. I think
I understand our problem: we
don’t understand what the other

A moment changes everything
summer, I begged my roommate
to letme see what she was doing
in the lab - I was able to share
everything about my archival
research project when we got
home, but she couldn't exactly
encapsulate
her
biodiesel
research into our conversation.
Her research was interesting,
and though I wouldn’t want
to be doing it, I appreciated
what biodiesel could do for the
environment.
So what’s the moral of
the story? Get to know and
appreciate what other majors
do. It isn’t fair to stereotype and
have certain reservations before
understanding what it is other
majors do. Not everyone can be a
science major and not everyone
can major in the humanities.
W e need hard-working, welltrained people for every major
and every career out there.
We're at a liberal arts school,
so Ithink we should make itour
goal to be more understanding
of each other's work. W e need
to value each other because
we’llallbe working together one
day. And ifwe stop getting into
arguments over which major
makes us work the hardest, then
maybe we can start creatively
working together for the greater
good.
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Captain’s log
Wesl e y Rieth

Take a number, please
I’d argue that the most oftuttered phrase in a college
student’s vocabulary is “I
don't have time for that.” This
colloquialism
is
infinitely
versatile, as it appears to run
the entire gamut of any and
all manner of excuses for not
completing a given task.
Of course, maybe I'm being
a bit too harsh. As students,
we know this all too well; we
didn't have time to write that
paper, therefore we didn’t have
time to sleep, so we didn’t have
time to make breakfagt when we
woke up late. Since our whole
morning was behind schedule,
we didn’t have time to stop and
ask if our friend across the hall
actually did break up with his
girlfriend last night, didn’t have
time to show that prospective
student the way to his next
event, and certainly didn't have

World News Co-Editor

time to read our daily (Isuppose
we should call it bi-monthly)
devotional. B U T we did turn the
paper in on time.
I'm of the opinion that
using the concept of time as a
persistent, often illogical, and
increasingly abstract premise
that supports our own selfaggrandizement is extremely
dangerous, mainly for the
reason the aforementioned
example outlines: we
are
willing to sacrifice our health,
our community’s health, and
even our moral fortitude for
achieving the means to a specific
end. Even more disheartening
is the fact that our generation
of emerging adults is paying
little, if any attention (maybe
we’re not taking enough A D D
medication).
Thanks to unrestricted free
market capitalism and the spirit

Elena Rivera
Claire Call
Vivian Liu

Editok-in-Chief
Editor-in-Chief
Campus N ews Co-Editor
Campus N ews Co-Editor

art and goodies. With the bright
colors and playful characters on
the wall, I could not hold back a
smile.
Then there is that word:
hospital.
After
recovering
from my initial emotion, I
remembered I was in a hospital.
Iwas in a place where kids were
hurting. It was a moment of
pain and empathy. Every child
deserves to run outside or to
enjoy building a snowman, but
that is not possible for every
child. H D V C H has done an
amazing job of incorporating
fun and daily pleasures (that we
often take for granted) for the
kids who cannot enjoy them
outside the walls of a hospital.
As my head started to wrap
itself around the idea of a “fun
hospital,”the moment happened.
On my right, a dad walked
into the lobby. On my left, a
young girl came in with her
grandparents trailing behind.
The young girl recognized her
dad and ran into his arms.
With all of her strength she
wrapped her arms around his
neck and grinned from ear to ear.
I don’t know the circumstances
of this family, but I was able to
experience their joy. Among a
place of sorrow and pain, there is
happiness. That is why we have
those moments. They generally
hit us at a low point, a point of
sorrow and pain. Yet in those
moments, happiness races to
us, wraps its arms around our
necks, and allows us to smile
from ear to ear.

relative ease the teleological
rite of passage that, in order to
become a cog in a 21st century
corporate machine, we must
buy the latest iPhone and put
our children in daycare. In the
center of our country’s progress,
Washington D.C., we find the
staggering statistic that only 17
percent of children will reach
adulthood with intact families
and cohabiting parents.
Thanks to time-honored
traditions and an unwavering
belief in serving a purpose
greater than oneself, farmers
have long been a minority group
that will break the status quo
with a worn out baseball' cap,
some grease-stained overalls,
and a simple yet sincere, “I
reckon I’ve got time for that.”
They realize that mealtimes are
not only a reason for physical
nourishment, but spiritual as

well. Anyone who has cooked a
complete meal from scratch with
the best of friends and family at
his or her side will undoubtedly
testify in a similar fashion. They
also realize it's always better to
measure twice and cut once
(unless, of course, one is trying
to get hay off the field before it
rains, in which case you would
say to hell with measuring tapes
anyway).
Sure, it’s okay to be busy, but
that never warrants a reason to
be rushed. Ipromise thatthe half
hour you could spend waiting
for your drive-through burger
or playing video games could
be much more fulfilling if used
to make a meal from scratch,
hang your clothes outside using
a clothesline, or help shovel your
neighbor's front steps. Your soul
(and your friends) will thank
you.
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Madalyn M u n c y

of ingenuity, America invented
fast food because “we didn't
have time” to go home and make
an actual meal. Indeed, we saved
some time by ordering our food
through amicrophone. Sure,that
time spent emitting greenhouse
gases in a linewith 14 other cars,
waiting to get your hands on
that little paper bag containing
something resembling a meatbased sandwich saved a good
halfhour. However, was that half
hour worth the over $200 billion
the diabetes epidemic has cost
the United States?
Thanks to an economic
model based solely on efficiency
and progress, and because we’re
always “short on time,” our
generation has swallowed with

Some moments can change
our lives forever for the good,
while some change them for
the bad. There are moments
that influence our point of
view, our career options, and
our personal goals. H ow can a
moment at a game, concert, or
event spark us towards a goal?
H o w can a moment, that might
only last one second, flip our
world upside down? There have
been plenty of such moments in
my life. During a mission trip,
there are often moments of
hope and happiness. The smile
of those you work with are the
moments that leave an imprint
on your heart forever. For so,me,
watching a sports game can be
the moment that inspires them
to become a pro athlete.
The moment thathas inspired
me to write this happens to be
embodied by a place. Ihis place
cannot truly be given justice
through words. It is a place of
magic, happiness, sorrow, fun,
pain, and. hope. Helen DeVbs
Children’s Hospital (HDVCH)
is a place that has changed
everything for me. Stepping
into the lobby was breathtaking.
With a colorful glass merle off
to my left, a kid’s dream gift
store to my right, and an ice
cream station straight ahead,
I was in the closest place to
heaven.
Hospitals are not usually fun,
happy places. But when itcomes
to HDVCH, it is almost as if
you’re stepping into a children’s
museum. It is filled with games,
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Beyond the bubble

More than a bake sale

Planetary Resources, Inc.

Kimberly Boerigter
Columnist
It has been over a year and
a half since the death of Joshua
Palmer Boerigter. To his friends
and family, he was lovingly
known as JP.Many people barely
remember the night of October
24,2011, but for me itwillalways
seem like ithappened yesterday.
My
sorority was
out
delivering carved pumpkins for
a sisterhood enrichment event
when we first heard the news
about someone getting hit by
a coal train as it was passing
through Holland. Within the
timeframe of an hour I had
heard all the rumors from a
gang-member initiation to an
old drunk that had accidentally
stumbled.
No one knew for sure who
it was, but m y heart just broke
thinking about the family of
that person who would have
to receive the horrible news
that their loved one had been
killed. Never in a million years
did iteven cross my mind that it
could have been m y own cousin
who was a freshman at Hope.
Maybe an hour and a half
after the accident, I was sitting
in the Kletz with some friends
when the T V announced it had,
in fact, been a student of Hope
College. M y heart sank even
lower, but still it did not even
occur in my mind that I would
personallybe affectedby it.After
calling my mother (no one in my
family had even gotten word
yet), I decided to just go back to
my room and sleep itoff.
“In the morning, we will all
know who it was,” I remember
her saying.
I lived in Phelps at the time
and just as I had walked into
my room, I got the call from
my grandpa. I remember being
confused as to how he knew
about the accident. Had it hit
national news already? Within
an instant, m y world crashed
down around me, shattering
like dropped glass. I remember
crumpling up into a ball by my
door and screaming. Everything
around me was quiet, as
if nothing existed but m y
own sorrow, swallowing me
whole. This was the darkest day I
can ever remember.
Given time to heal and a
fantastic support system of
friends, family, and campus
resources, I was able to see that
college is a time where many of
us experience our first taste of
loss. I cannot even count the
number of friends who have
called me crying in the middle

of the night because they
have just been informed their
grandparent, cousin, friend, or
sibling passed away and they
didn’t know what to do or how
to go on. While I would never
wish the trials of recovery that
I endured on anyone, there is
comfort in knowing that dealing
with impossible tragedies is not
something you have to endure
alone.
JP would have been 20 years
old on March 9, 2013. I have
chosen to take this day and
continue to dedicate it to him
even though he is no longer
physically present. Since his
birthday falls on a Saturday, we
will be celebrating with a bake
sale on Friday, March 8th from
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Check for
fliers on campus.
There will be stands of
birthday cupcakes set up in
Dewitt Lobby, the atrium in
the Science Center, and the
entrance to the Van Wylen
Library on Friday. All proceeds
will go to JP s scholarship fund,
set up by my aunt and uncle
after his death to benefit future
Hope College students. I truly
encourage everyone on campus
to attend and buy a cupcake
(there will even be some glutenfree ones).
Take a minute
before biting in to remember
the loved ones who have left
your life. Memories are the only
strong things we have left of
these people and I truly believe
that we need to reflect on them
in honor and love.
I will leave you all with this
quote that my mother sent me. I
keep iton the background of my
computer screen as a constant
reminder:
“Do not judge a biography
by its length, nor by the
number of pages in it. Judge it
by the richness of its contents.
Sometimes those unfinished are
among the most poignant. Do
not judge a song by its duration,
nor by the number of its notes.
Judge itby the way ittouches and
lifts the soul. Sometimes those
unfinished are among the most
beautiful. And when something
has enriched your life, and when
it’s melody lingers on in your
heart, is it unfinished? Or is it
endless?”
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Quick, think of a multi
billion dollar venture that
director and deep Sea Explorer
James Cameron with Google
executives Larry Page and Eric
Schmidt may be undertaking. If
you haven’theard of this before,
be warned: it might blow your
mind. These three successful
investorshave founded abusiness
called Planetary Resources Inc.
(PRI). There are several goals
of this new venture. In the
short-term (within the lifetime
of any middle-aged person)
PRI plans to mine for precious
metals and resources in near
Earth asteroids. These are the
asteroids that pass by Earth
every year and could contain
metals such as iron, nickel,
platinum, and gold. The mining
of these asteroids, while very
expensive, is expected to bring
trillions of dollars of wealth to
Earth's surface.
Additionally, PRI wants to
determine the availability of
water on near Earth asteroids. If
water is found in abundance on
asteroids, it can obviously be
used for drinking. But beyond
that it can be broken down
into its elements, oxygen and
hydrogen, which can be used
as rocket propellant. With this
in mind, consider that our solar
system in particular is littered

Despite all odds
For those ofyou who haven't
taken the adventure through
Middle Earth through print or
motion picture, I recommend
you change that. Not only isJ.R.
R. Tolkien’s world likely to pull
you into a well-crafted story,
but our small, comfort-loving
protagonist Mr. Bilbo Baggins
will likely remind you of, well,
you.
“For consider your calling
brothers (and sisters): not many
of you were wise according to
worldly standards not many of
you were powerful, not many
of you were of noble birth. But
God chose what is foolish in
the world to shame the wise;
God chose, what is weak in the
world to shame the strong” (1
Corinthians 1:26-7).
Such is the case with Bilbo
Baggins, a hobbit living in a
comfortable little hole, when
Gandalf, a powerful wizard,
finds him. "I have not time to
blow smoke-rings this morning,”
Gandalf says to Mr. Baggins,
“I am looking for someone to

Colummst

share in an adventure that I am
arranging, and it’s very difficult
to find anyone.” Something
inside Bilbo Baggins begs to take
part in the wizard's plans, but
the rest of him wants to stay in feel a shriek coming up inside,
and very soon it burst out like
the Shire.
H o w many of us feel the the whistle of an engine coming
same way about the quiet of our out of a tunnel...the poor little
homes? H o w many of us cling hobbit could be seen kneeling
to comfort and pleasure rather on the hearth-rug, shaking like a
than take the adventure that jelly that was melting. Then he
God has planned for us. I can fell flat on the floor, and kept on
feel even my own heart stirring calling out “struck by lightning,
as I write this. H o w much am I struck by lightning!” over and
over again; and that was all they
willing to surrender?
Like it or not, Gandalf’s could get out of him for a long
plans knock down Bilbo's front time.”
I felt the same way before
door and in rush a troop of 13
dwarves with the premise that I stepped into Lake Michigan
Bilbo Baggins will undertake to be baptized. In my heart, I
the long and dangerous journey understood that God asked to
to retrieve their stolen gold me take up my cross to follow
from a terrible dragon name Jesus, and Iw ^ a little bit afraid
Smaug. Mr. Baggins, as you can of what thT»Fittle adventure
imagine, isa littleuncomfortable would require ofme. Even now I
especially when he hears the read, “whoever seeks to preserve
solemn warning of Thorin, the his life will lose it, but whoever
dwarf leader.
SEE TOLKIEN, RAGE 10
“[Bilbo Baggins] began to
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with asteroids and if each one
contains a certain amount of
raw fuel reserves, they could
be used as deep space refueling
depots. Essentially, asteroids
could become the gas stations of happening. Large asteroids that
routinely pass by Earth’s surface
coming centuries.
Can you think ofanother time would be the first initiatives
that asteroids have been in the for PRI, however after research
news recently? About two weeks and exploration have been
ago a tiny meteor exploded accomplished, the limits seem
over a Russian town called endless. Even before asteroids
Chelyabinsk before crashing can be harvested (which could
into the Russian Urals causing be decades down the road),
1,000 deaths in its destructive PRI is devoting its attention to
path.
The “small” asteroid, implementing an early detection
according to PRI, was estimated system to alert people when
to weigh nearly 10 tons and was smaller asteroids approach
Earth.
The early detection
traveling at 33,000 mph.
Since this incident, talk of system could save millions of
the doomsday meteor being the lives were an asteroid headed
end all once again, like it may toward a metropolitan area.
PRI announced its extended
have been for the dinosaurs, has
resurfaced. Ifan asteroid of any goals nearly a year ago and
significant size were to strike has made significant progress
Earth, if the impact (stronger in launching the company
than several nuclear warheads) and spreading the word. The
did not wipe out the human company was formed in
population, the subsequent dust 2010 under the name Arkyd
storm, blocking out the Sun, Astronautics and gave a tentative
would essentially hold siege to deadline for the first expedition
of the venture approximately
human existence.
Fortunately, as soon as PRI nine to fourteen months from
launches its initiative to harvest now. Be on the watch for
asteroids and mine them within investment opportunities in PRI
Earth's gravitational pull they and major strides to be made in
willhave the capabilityto predict private space exploration in the
and prevent such incidents from near future.
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Hope bubble as ‘a detriment’
♦ HSDF, from page 2
marriage and sexuality given
to the two different panels,
and the second hour dealt with
questions from the audience.
Pritchard was “encouraged by
the turnout" and “would like
to reach a larger audience” for
future events. She said about 7080 students attended the event.
Pritchard has no idea where
the Forum is going to go in the
next couple of years, but does
have a vision for the good in
regards to Hope. “I would love
for Hope College to become
an open, kind and encouraging
campus,” said Pritchard. “There
have been so many instances

A Long History

of hate crimes and verbal abuse
against other students— clearly
there’s
something
wrong.
Everyone can acknowledge
that we live in a little bubble [at
Hope], that we’re set apart from
the rest of the world. In some
ways that’s great, but in [issues
of sexuality] it’s a detriment.
Students don't know what the
real world islike."
Pritchard went on to state, “I
think it’simportant that students
at Hope not only understand but
be exposed to different views,
other than their own and other
than the college’s. I want this
to be a safe place for anyone to
[attend], no matter what your
background."

Photo exhibit featured at Hope
♦ NELSON, from page 5
Photo by Liz M artin

LOOKING FORWARD, LOOKING BACK — Students, faculty and staff celebrated
Black Student Union’s 45th anniversary with singers, poets and a trip d o w n m e m o r y lane
with visiting B S U alumni on Feb. 26 In the M a a s Auditorium.

You're invited to a

COMMUNICATION

Photo by Ryan Backman

CREATIVE SPACE— The DePree Art Gallery Is currently
showing photographs that were taken by art professor Steve
Nelson.
that it captures a timeless
quality, so [my] pictures could
have been taken 100 years ago
or yesterday. It also depended
on what I wanted to emphasize
in the picture. If I wanted to
emphasize texture, black and
white is better whereas with
color pictures you see the color
firstand lines and textures last.
I also work in color because
certain landscapes that I
have photographed had color
elements in them that I did not
think would translate well in
black and white like the graffiti
that was added later onto some
of the structures. I felt it was
important to record that color
information in the images
because itsays something about
the people who visit these sites.
They have an interest in leaving

their mark, and it is layered on
top of nature and on top of the
industrial process that remains
of the site.
A: What thoughts went
through your head right before
you opened the doors for
exhibit?
SN: “I think everything
is ready.” It’s always exciting
because Iam the gallery installer
of all the exhibits [in DePree].
Being able to do an exhibit
of my own work here and
having a different and personal
relationship with the art was
exciting for me.
Nelson’s photos will be on
display until March 14. The
gallery is open from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday-Friday and from
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday.

Each one of us a Bilbo Baggins
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♦ Tolkien, from page 9
loses his lifewill keep it", and
the little hobbit in me shudders.
Sometimes I wonder if God
should have picked someone
braver, bolder. Perhaps I am too
weak for the adventures he has
planned.
Everyone (himself included)
wondered the same about Bilbo.
But Gandalfhimselfplucked him
out of the Shire and into a world
of excitement and reasonable
reward. "I have chosen Mr.
Baggins," says Gandalf, “And that
should be enough for allofyou...
there's a lot more in him than
you guess, and a deal more than
he has any idea of himself."
Similarly, God has chosen us

to be part of his expedition and
he has prepared the way for us in
advance. You are full of talents
and gifts given to you by God.
In Christ, you can exceed even
your own expectations.
Despite all odds. Bilbo
Baggins later proves to be one
of the most useful assets to the
crew. He frees his friends from
bondage and in the nick of time
plucks them from the jaws of
death. You, too, be strong and
courageous. God will use you
yet to bring freedom to those
in bondage. In Christ's name,
you will be victorious even over
death.
Wanna read more? Visit
daisymelissa.wordpress.com
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lambda Pi Eta Communication Honor Society

The s h o w goes on: Dutch advance to Sweet 16
Hope improved to 28-1 on the season after defeating Wheaton and Ohio Northern in the First and Second Rounds ofthe NCAA tourney
James Rogers
Sports Editor

The Flying Dutch have
launched into the Sweet 16 of
the N C A A Division III women’s
basketball championship after
First and Second Round wins at
DeVos Fieldhouse.
Hope
College
handled
Wheaton 64-37 on Friday and
toppled Ohio Northern 63-48
the next night to advance in the
big dance.
“They [Ohio Northern] put
up a good fight,” Liz Ellis (’13)
said. “It was a tough game, but
rewarding to [win] together, as a
team.”
This is the Dutch’s first
appearance in the Sweet 16 since
the 2009-2010 campaign when
they advanced to the national
championship game against
Washington-St. Louis.
Head
coach
Brian
Morehouse's squad started off
slow on Friday againstWheaton,
scoring just two points in
the first three minutes. Then
Brittany Berry ,(’15) found the
hot hand.
Berry buried four consecutive
shots from beyond the arc to put
Hope ahead and ignite a 21-5
run capped by a jumper from
Rebekah Llorens (’15).
Leading 30-19 with 3:42
remaining in the first half, Berry
decided to splash tv?b more
from deep, making her 6-7 from
three-point range in the first
half. The Dutch led 39-21 at the
break.
Hope
displayed
their
tenacious defense in the second
half, holding the Thunder to a
mere 16 points and not allowing
one Wheaton point in the final
5:11 of the game.
The
Dutch
received
contributions from across the
board,in the 64-37 victory. Ten
players scored, as Berry led
the offense with 18 points on
6-9 shooting from three-point
range.
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W o m e n ’s Basketball
vs. St. T h o m a s at U W - W h i t e w a t e r at

W e ’re grateful for
w h a t w e have here.
A s for the seniors,
I’m grateful for their
w i s d o m , effort and
will...They give off
such a positive vibe.
—

• 5 p.m. C S T / 6 p.m. E S T ( N C A A T o u r n a 
m e n t S w e e t 16)

In B

M E N ’S LACROSSE OPENS
WITH VICTORY

B rian M orehouse
H ead C oach

_______________95
Meredith Kussmaul (13) had
11 points and three steals, while
Ellis posted nine points and a
team-high six assists. Maura
McAfee (16) snagged 11 boards,
and Llorens posted eight points
and five rebounds.
In the earlier game on Friday
at DeVos, Ohio Northern
defeated Hanover, Ind. 86-68
to set up a matchup of 27-1
teams in the Second Round on
Saturday.
Saturday’s intense game was
played in front of 1,955 fans at
DeVos.
“It was a complete team
effort,” Llorens said. “They
[Ohio Northern] fought hard
and had will.”
From the tip, Ohio Northern
suffocated Berry after her
performance the previous night,
leaving room for other players
to spark the Dutch.
"“Any day, any player can step
up,” Courtney Kust (13) said.
“W e didn’t want to lose, so we
kept attacking.”
Up 9-8 early, Hope created
some separation with a 12-2 run
and a 21 -10 lead. The Polar Bears
stopped the run with a threepointer, but Ellis answered right
back with three of her own.
Ashley Bauman (13) scored a
bucket in the final minute of the
first half to give the Dutch a 3020 lead heading into the break.
In
the
second
half,
rebounding and free throws
proved to be crucial for Hope
as 17 of the 33 Dutch points

rief
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CLUTCH D O W N THE STRETCH- Courtney Kust (13), 21,
prepares to shoot free throws in Saturday’s g a m e against Ohio
Northern. Kust went 11-13 from the line and scored 21 points.
came from the stripe. Ellis and
Kust combined for 23 of those
33 points.
After Kussmaul made a pair
of free throws at the 9:15 mark
to give Hope a 45-33 lead, Kust
scored the next nine Dutch
points off a jumper and seven
free throws.
The Polar Bears continued to
hound Berry and aggressively
deny Ellis from catching the
ball. Two Ohio Northern players
fouled out in the 41-foul game.
Ellis kept her composure
despite the blanket defense and
sank seven late free throws to
secure the 63-48 win for the
Dutch.
Hope
delivered a 4627
rebounding
advantage,
including 16 offensive boards.
Llorens totaled 10 rebounds
(three offensive) and Kust had
seven (four offensive).
“W e did the dirty work on
the boards,” Morehouse said.
“Toughness was key in winning
this game. Our biggest plays
were on the defensive end.
The crowd was huge and very
energized."

Photo by Sa’eed Husaini

OH, H O W SWEET IT IS— Hope players congratulate each other amid the approval of the
h o m e crowd after advancing to the Sweet 16 with a win over Ohio Northern. The Dutch (28-1)
will take on St. Thomas, Minn. (24-5) at UW-Whitewater on Friday at 5 p.m. CST.

The Dutchmen recorded
their first win as a varsity sport
with a 14-9 triumph over Bald
win Wallace on Saturday at
an indoor venue in Detroit.
Josh Kamstra (T3) scored
a stellar six goals to lead the
Hope offense, while Parker Osterink (T6), Nicklas Raycraft
(T5) and Peter Stuckey (T5)
poured in two goals apiece.
Clint Lyders (’16) and
Niko
Pagkanlungan
(’14)
each scored once for the
Dutchmen. Goalkeeper Dan
iel Flavin (T5) had 11 saves.
Hope is scheduled to play
Hendrix, Ark. at Augustana. III. on Saturday, March 9.

The defense caused another
20 turnovers. McAfee and
Bauman each had two blocked
shots.
Kust led the offense with 21
points. Ellis added 17 points and
four steals> Kust and Ellis shot a
combined 18-22 from the free
throw line. The team -was 82
MIAA
percent from the line.
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Despite the tough shooting
night from the field (34 percent)^
M en’s Tennis
the Dutch continue on the path
Bobby Cawood (’13)
to the championship.
Singles/Doubles
“A lot of credit goes to the
fans,” Kust said. “They showed
M E N ’S BASKETBALLALLup today."
CONFERENCETEAMS
Morehouse loves playing in
front of the home crowd and
Two
Flying
Dutch
credits the upperclassmen’s
men were named to the
focus and leadership.
“W e ’re grateful for what we All-MIAA teams last week.
Nate Snuggerud (’13) was
have here,” Morehouse said. “As
for the seniors. I’m grateful for named to the All-MIAA First
their wisdom, effort and will. Team for the second consecu
They do things the right way, tive season. Snuggerud averaged
both on the court and in the 12.8 points and 4.7 rebounds
in conference play and ranks
classroom.
“When they live their lives 13th on Hope's all-time scor
the right way, it carries onto ing listwith 1,366 career points.
Colton Overway (13) was se
the court and seeps through the
whole program. They give off lected to the All-MIAA Second
Team. Playing in just eight con
such a positive vibe.”
Morehouse improved his ference games due to a broken
career coaching record at Hope foot,Overway put up 14.6points,
5.6 rebounds and 4.1 assists per
to a remarkable 425-69.
Hope (28-1) will take on game against M I A A opponents.
St. Thomas, Minn. (24-5) in a
Sectional semi-final at U W FERRIS STATE SLIPS BY
Whitewater on Friday at 5 p.m.
WOM E N ' S TENNIS
CST/6 p.m. EST.
St. Thomas knocked off
The
Bulldogs
escaped
Calvin 64-62 in the First Round
Dutch 5-4 in a dual
and beat Cornell, Iowa 53-52 on the
Saturday to claim a spot in the meet on Saturday at Fer
ris
State's indoorfacilities.
Sweet 16.
Singles winners for Hope
Saturday’s Sweet 16 will
mark the first matchup between were Anna Garcia (16) and
the Dutch and Tommies in a Andrea Pickelman (14). Gar
cia defeated Julie Fusik 2-6,
women’s basketball game.
The winner will move on to 6-3, 14-12. Pickelman cruised
Anne Smudz 6-2, 6-1.
the Elite 8, facing the winner of past
The Dutch tandems of Carthe other Sectional semi-final
featuring UW-Whitewater (23- li Capestany (15)/Leah LaBarge (13) and Pickelman/
6) and Simpson, Iowa (27-2).
The Dutch are in the Sweet Stephanie Huffman (14) each
16 for the eighth time in secured victories for Hope.
Adam Ford’s Dutch will next
program history. If Hope wins
both games, they will be back play against Northwood, Fla. on
at DeVos for the Final Four on Monday, March 18 in Orlando
as part of their spring break trip.
March 15-16.

Dutchmen swing past Ohio Northern and Elmhurst
Kyle Bernaciak
G uest W

riter

Over the weekend, the men’s
tennis team won two of their
three matches while hosting an
indoor invitational.
Taking two wins away from
the weekend, the Flying Dutch
men began their season strong
in hopes- of eventually bringing
an M I A A titleto Holland.
“It was a long and tiring
weekend having so many match
es, but we had a good result as
a team,”Jason Muller (’13) said.
Hope began the first of their
matches on Friday against na
tionally ranked Case Western
from Ohio.
In the singles match, Bobby
Cawood (’13) pulled away with
the only Dutchmen victory.
Cawood and Gabe Casher (’13)
were the only Hope doubles
team to secure a victory. With
only two match victories, the
Flying Dutchmen fell 7-2 in the
opening round.
“The invitational certainly
wasn’t easy for us,” Jon Panzer
(’15) said. “W e started the invi
tational with a loss against Case
Western. Of course, the previ
ous year we lostto Case Western
9-0 so I don’t think many of us
were expecting a win.
“W e might have had a better
chance ifour minds were in it.”
After a sluggish start, Hope
came back strong during their
first match on Saturday, us
ing their home court as an ad
vantage as they took on Ohio
Northern.
With strong'singles matches
from Cawood, Panzer, Parker
Bussies (’14), Gabe Casher (’13)
and Kyle Kreps (’13), the Dutch
men were on pace for,,an easy
victory.
“I remember in the first dou
bles match there were a ton of
good competitive points," Pan
zer said. “Gabe [Casher] was
hitting some amazing reflex vol
leys, and Bobby [Cawood] was
right there with him taking con
trol of the points."
Panzer defeated Mike King
6-4, 6-4 in his singles match.
“In singles, I personally took
a while to get into the match,"
Panzer said. “At the beginning
of both sets Iwas down 3-0, but
each time I managed to come
back, and I took both sets from
him.
“Ithink I got in his head. Be
ing up 3-0 in both sets and then
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Davenport has s o m e
g o o d players, but if
w e fight for every
point like w e did
against
Elmhurst,
not m a n y teams will
be able to take us
down.
—

Jon P anzer (’15)
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losing that lead can make you
lose confidence in yourself."
With the help of stellar per
formances from the doubles
teams of Cawood and Casher
along with Kreps and Muller,
their victory was assured.
Pulling away with a 6-3 victo
ry against Ohio Northern, Hope
was back on track to finish the
weekend with a win.
The Flying Dutchmen saved
the best forlastas they prevailed
with a come-from-behind vic
tory over Elmhurst.
“Even though our scores
against Ohio Northern look bet
ter than our scores against Elm
hurst, I believe we played better
against Elmhurst," Panzer said.
“W e knew Elmhurst was going
to be harder than Ohio North
ern, and Coach Gorno told us
exactly that after our match
against Ohio Northern.”
After losing two of three
doubles matches, Hope stormed
back to win four of six singles
matches. Down 4-3 in the team
match, Muller pulled out a
three-set victory (2-6, 6-3, 6-4)
to square the match at 4-4.
The final match on the court
resulted in Panzer pulling out
a third set tiebreaker victory
3-6, 6-1, 7-6 (10-8) to give the
Dutchmen the win.
“W e went to a third set tiebreak, and I lost five straight
points in a row,” Panzer said. “At
that point I remember thinking
that m y opponent was going
to have to take the match from
me, because Iwasn’t going to go
down without fighting.
"I didn’t win m y match be
cause I was more physically fit
than my opponent. I won be
cause I was more mentally fit
than m y opponent."
The team of Bussies and
Muller was also the only pair to
win a doubles match for Hope.
“Individually I was pleased
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DUTCHMEN TAKE T W O OF THREE— Parker Bussies (’14) recorded singles wins against
Ohio Northern and Elmhurst over the weekend. Bussies then tea med up with Jason Muller (’13)
for a 9-5 doubles victory over Elmhurst’s Tanaka-Harrison.
with the weekend results over
all, but there is definitely room
for improvement, which at this
point in the season is to be ex
pected,”Muller said.
After this weekend, the
Dutchmen are definitely on the
right track to begin the next leg
of their season.
On Wednesday, March 13,
Hope will host Davenport in the
final indoor match ofthe season.
“Davenport definitely has a
tough team this year,” Panzer
said. “Only a couple of us played

them in the West Michigan Col
legiate Tournament, and they
showed us that we will have to
work for a win in the dual match.
“I believe it’s going to be a
close match just like last year,
but we will be ready for them.
This year we have a more ex
perienced team.
Davenport
has some good players, but if
we fight for every point like we
did against Elmhurst, not many
teams will be able to take us
down.”
“Davenport will be a good

test for us at home,” Muller said.
Once the home stint comes
to an end, they will travel to Or
lando, Fla. for their spring trip.
During the trip, Hope will get
the opportunity to take on six
highly-competitive teams from
across the nation.
“Spring break will be a good
time for us to keep improving
as a team [having a fullweek for
training],” Muller said. “W e will
have some difficult matches in
Orlando, but it’llalso be a lot of
fun with the guys.”

Hockey edged by Davenport, defeats Oakland
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M C H C VEZINA CUP— O n Friday and Saturday the Flying D u t c h m e n competed In the
M C H C Vezlna C u p Championship at the Edge Ice Arena and walked a wa y with a 1-1 record.
O n Friday, Hope played a tough rival In Davenport at their h o m e Ice. After two overtimes,
the Flying D u t c h m e n fell to Davenport, 4-3.
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On Saturday, H op e shut out Oakland 4-0 In the consolation game. By the end of the first
period, H op e w a s leading 2-0 with goals from Brandon Flood (’16) and R o b Calvert (’15).
Flood returned In the third period with another goal for the Flying Dutchmen. Caleb Mor gan
(’15) added to the scoring with the final goal of the game, assisted by Jake Green (’13) and
Calvert.
The D u t c h m e n will compete in the A C H A National Tournament starting with pool play on
Mar ch 1 2 against N e u m a n n at 1:15 p.m. In Springfield, Missouri.

